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Employee/LIP Professional Conduct icon in RL: FAQ 
 
Why is BMC focused on professional conduct?  

1. BMC is committed to promoting an organizational culture that maximally supports the well-
being and safety for employees/licensed independent practitioners (LIP) and patients.  

2. Effective communication and teamwork (within and between disciplines) are essential 
components of a strong culture of safety focused on eliminating patient harm. Communication 
issues are cited as a root cause in up to 80% of patient harm events.  

3. All employees and LIPs deserve to work in an environment they perceive as safe, i.e. free from 
intimidating, humiliating, discriminating behaviors.  

4. Process is designed for learning, improvement and ultimately to make BMC the best 
environment possible.  

 
Who can report professional conduct concerns in RL? 
Any employee or LIP may enter an event in RL. The RL incident reporting system can be accessed 
through Quick Links on The Hub, through Citrix and the RL link in EPIC.  RL may also be launched by 
clicking on this link: 
https://sts.bmc.org/adfs/ls/IdpInitiatedSignon.aspx?LoginToRP=https://RL.bmc.org/RL_BMC_Prod/Fede
ratedLogin.aspx 
 
What should be reported in RL on the professional conduct form? 
Events that made you feel uncomfortable, impacted your ability to function within a team or perceived 
patterns of disruptive behavior. When possible, address events in a respectful manner in the moment, 
one on one after the event or escalate to local leadership.  
 
What should not be reported in RL on the professional conduct form?  
Clinical differences of opinion should be escalated through clinical leadership to ensure timely, optimal 
patient care.  
 
Tips for event entry 

• As with patient safety event entry in RL, use respectful language in your report. 
• Describe the event in sufficient detail. 
• Whenever possible, describe the outcome of the event. 
• When applicable, describe the interventions attempted to address the behavior. 

 
How will professional conduct events be reviewed?  

1. Staff who work in the risk management department manage the RL system to ensure each 
entered event is addressed. They will task pre-designated senior leaders to complete a review 
within 5 business days of the filed report.  

2. Events will be reviewed in a confidential manner using the Just Culture framework (below). 
3. A pre-designated senior leader will respond to each event entered in their 

department/discipline. A phone or in-person conversation with the filer will be needed to 
ensure a thorough review.  

 
 
 

https://sts.bmc.org/adfs/ls/IdpInitiatedSignon.aspx?LoginToRP=https://RL.bmc.org/RL_BMC_Prod/FederatedLogin.aspx
https://sts.bmc.org/adfs/ls/IdpInitiatedSignon.aspx?LoginToRP=https://RL.bmc.org/RL_BMC_Prod/FederatedLogin.aspx
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What alternative options are available for reporting professional conduct events? 
1. BMC staff/trainees: BMC Compliance Hotline: 800-586-2627 
2. BMC staff/trainees: BMC Compliance Office: 617-638-7919  
3. BUMG: BU Office of the Ombuds: 617-358-7645 
4. GME staff can file a secure report on this link: https://www.bmc.org/medical-

professionals/graduate-medical-education-gme/violation-reporting 
 

           Just Culture Framework for event review 

                  
 
Definitions (taken from BMC policies): 
• Bullying: A pattern of behaviors that involves any individual misusing his/her real or perceived 

power to negatively impact another individual through intimidating, undermining, humiliating, or 
otherwise harmful behaviors, or through work interference/sabotage. It is a pattern of behaviors 
that involves any person misusing his/her real or perceived power to negatively impact another 
person through intimidating, undermining, humiliating, or otherwise harmful behaviors, or through 
work interference/sabotage. 

Examples:  
o Screaming, yelling, speaking aggressively or using profanity towards an individual in a 

threatening, dominating, or humiliating manner 
o Making threats or comments about job security without foundation 
o Interfering, withholding information, or delaying the work of another individual (sabotage) 
o Repeatedly refusing to speak, respond or assist another which results in negative employee 

performance or patient care 
• Harassment: Disruptive behavior such as threatening, intimidating, harassing, provoking or coercing 

a patient, visitor, physician, BMC employee, government employee, or any other person affiliated 
with BMC, whether such violations occur during the workday or during off-shift hours (if it interferes 
with the employee’s terms and conditions of employment). Actions rising to disorderly conduct such 
as fighting, assault, battery, use of abusive, profane, or threatening language/conduct while on duty 
or in a BMC uniform at any time. 

 
Note: For any emergency related to disorderly conduct, call public safety for immediate  
 
Please also refer to BMC policies:  
Employee Conduct policy  07.13.000  Anti-discrimination and Harassment policy  07.00.000 
Drug and Alcohol policy   07.31.000 

https://www.bmc.org/medical-professionals/graduate-medical-education-gme/violation-reporting
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